The Office of Research is led by the Vice Provost for Research and oversees the following administrative units:

**HSD**
**HUMAN SUBJECTS DIVISION**
Supports and facilitates review by the Institutional Review Board (IRB), required before starting research involving human subjects.
uw.edu/research/hsd

**OSP**
**OFFICE OF SPONSORED PROGRAMS**
Supports the research community in securing external support for sponsored projects and collaborations.
uw.edu/research/osp

**ORIS**
**OFFICE OF RESEARCH INFORMATION SERVICES**
Creates technological solutions to support the research enterprise, including procurement of grants and contracts.
uw.edu/research/oris

---

**FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES**

**SciVal Funding**
*Open to all faculty, students, and staff with UW NetID*
funding.scival.com

**Royalty Research Fund (RRF)**
uw.edu/research/or/?page=rrf

**Matching Funds**
uw.edu/research/or/?page=matching

**Bridge Funding**
uw.edu/research/or/?page=bridge

**Limited Submission Opportunities**
uw.edu/research/funding/limited-submissions

**Funding Opportunities Main Page**
uw.edu/research/funding/opportunities

---

**RESOURCES**

**SciVal Experts**
*Public site, available to all*
experts.scival.com/uwashington

**Fostering Research Collaboration**
deads.washington.edu/research/fostering-collaboration

**Establish a Research Center**
uw.edu/research/centers/establish

**Research Centers and Institutes Database**
uw.edu/research/centers

---

The Office of Research will create an outstanding climate of support for University of Washington researchers, broadly enabling stellar research advances.
uw.edu/research

---

Gerberding Hall G80
Box 351202
Seattle, WA 98195-1202

(206) 616-0804 tel  (206) 685-9210 fax  research@uw.edu